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We evaluated the degree of inhomogeneities of fat suppression by using the fully 
automated three-dimensional breast shimming technique (Image Based-Smart: 
IB-Smart) and manual setting of a rectangular parallelepiped shim (volume 
shimming) in MR mammography. Information on breast shape was collected from 9 
patients whose images were insufficiently fat-suppressed. A breast phantom made of a 
thermoplastic sheet was used. Shimming of the magnetic field was done with IB-Smart 
and various dimensions of volume shims: the anterior to posterior/ right to left/ head to 
foot directions were set to 75-150/ 150-350/ 50-150 mm. The  volumes  of 
inhomogeneously suppressed fat were measured. The calculated volume  with 
inhomogeneous fat suppression with use of IB-Smart was 13.3x104mm3. The smallest 
volume of inhomogeneous fat suppression with  volume shimming was 
5.4x104mm3 when the anterior-posterior/ right-left/ head- foot directions were set to 
75/350/50 mm. Our results show that using optimized dimensions of volume shims 
enables better fat suppression than does IB-Smart. 
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Introduction 
In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the breast, optimized contrast between the 
tumor and surrounding tissue is vital. Dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance 
imaging (DCE-MRI) has been shown to be a very useful diagnostic tool in the detection 
and evaluation of many breast diseases (1–4). The use of fat suppression is 
recommended for sequences that are used for assessment of contrast enhancement (5). 
However, optimal fat suppression is strongly dependent on the homogeneity of the main 
magnetic field (B0), because it influences not only the distribution of the Larmor 
frequencies of the protons, but also the linearity of the magnetic field gradients required 
for spatial encoding (6). Therefore techniques such as shimming are necessary for 
optimization of B0 field uniformity. B0 homogeneity specifically suffers at interfaces 
between soft tissue and air; this is known as the magnetic susceptibility effect (7, 8). 
The difference in magnetic susceptibility caused by air around the breast leads to 
poor B0 homogeneity, and therefore, to inhomogeneous fat suppression.  
 In general, the breast is structured as an organ protruding from the chest wall. MR 
mammography is usually done in the prone position (9), and due to the effect of gravity, 
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the portion between the chest wall and the nipple may occasionally be indented inward. 
In our study, we called this indentation the “concavity of the breast”. Concavities are 
created by ptosis and shrinkage of the breast, which are mainly caused by postpartum or 
menopausal glandular hormonal regression, loss of weight, and other factors that result 
from aging (10). Concavities lead to inhomogeneous fat suppression and thus may pose 
a problem for clinical diagnosis.  
Optimal fat suppression may be compromised if a fixed frequency offset is used when 
the shimming or the center frequency is suboptimal. If the optimal frequency offset for 
fat is determined for the volume of interest, fat suppression can be improved. This 
procedure is known as volume shimming. A new method, image-based B0 shimming 
(IBS), has recently been introduced. IBS makes use of the fast field echo image from 
which the B0 map is constructed. Shim parameters are then calculated for a region of 
interest (ROI) on the B0 map. In a computer application called IB-Smart, this procedure 
is fully automated. In IB-Smart, the selection of ROI, which is located over the contours 
of the breasts in the case of MR mammography, is carried out in the following steps: [1] 
the outer surface of the breast is outlined by setting of a threshold on the pixel intensity 
between air and the skin, [2] an algorithm follows the surface of the breast from the 
approximate position of the nipple to the thorax and arms, and [3] the location of the 
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lung wall is found by detection of a rapid intensity decrease when going from sternum 
to lung (11). Although IB-Smart is currently considered one of the most effective 
methods of fat suppression in MR mammography, fat suppression may still occasionally 
be inhomogeneous, depending on the shape of the breast.      
The “Smart Exam Breast” is a computer application that assists the operator in 
planning the MR examination by automatically positioning the imaging slices by an 
automatic recognition algorithm of the breast contour. “Smart Exam Breast” provides 
consistent fat suppression with IB-Smart. To our knowledge, there have been no 
previous reports of an application of “Smart Exam Breast” on an experimental breast 
phantom. 
In this study, an experimental breast phantom was created based on data of several 
patients, from whom the images were insufficiently fat-suppressed. The aim in this 
study was to evaluate the inhomogeneity of fat suppression by using IB-Smart and 
volume shimming, and to evaluate how the change in dimensions of the volume shim 
affects the quality of fat suppression. 
 
Materials and Methods 
 A 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner with a 7-channel SENSE breast coil (Achieva, Philips 
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Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) was used. The sequence used was a 
T1-weighted 3D fast field echo sequence (repetition time: 4 ms, echo time: 1.93 ms, flip 
angle: 10 degrees, field of view: 320x320 mm, matrix: 304x320 [reconstructed matrix: 
320], slice thickness: 1 mm, slice gap: 0 mm, number of slices: 100, slice orientation: 
transverse), with Spectral Attenuated Inversion Recovery (SPAIR) as the fat 
suppression technique. Two fat suppression techniques with frequency selective 
inversion pulse - SPAIR and Spectral Presaturation with Inversion Recovery (SPIR) - 
are available. SPAIR uses an adiabatic radio frequency pulse as a frequency selective 
inversion pulse at the resonance frequency of fat. Therefore, SPAIR is less sensitive 
than SPIR to radio frequency (B1) inhomogeneities (12). 
 The MR images of 40 patients (35 to 92 years old) who underwent MR mammography 
with IB-Smart were analyzed. We extracted data from 9 patients whose images showed 
inhomogeneous fat suppression by visual evaluation. 
 Information on each patient’s breast shape, such as the width, length, and depth of the 
concavity area, was collected from the 9 patients. The widths at the top (the peripheral 
end of the concavity) (A), the slice with the maximum concavity (B), and the bottom 
(C) were measured. The distance from the bottom to the nipple was measured. Coronal 
views at positions A, B, and C and oblique sagittal views at the bottom of each 
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concavity were created by multiplanar reconstruction (Fig. 1). 
The width, length and depth of the concavities were also measured on the reconstructed 
views. The phantom was designed from the measured values of the deepest and widest 
concavities in order to be the most susceptible to inhomogeneous fat suppression.  
The mold for the phantom was made from paper clay. A previously used thermoplastic 
sheet for pelvic radiotherapy, MT-HF-1822S (457x559 mm，thickness: 3.2 mm) 
(MED-TEC), was employed for shaping of the outer shell of the phantom.  
The outer shell of the phantom was located on a 7-channel SENSE (Sensitivity 
Encoding) (13) breast coil. Salad oil (3,300 ml, T1value: 336.6 ms, T2value: 106.9 ms) 
and a mammary gland model (72% Iopamiron 370 + 0.9% NaCl [90 ml], T1value: 
762.2 ms; T2value: 62.8 ms (14) in an oval plastic case) were installed in the outer shell 
of the phantom. The accurate center frequency of water was difficult to obtain because 
the breast phantom was composed mostly of oil and of very little water. In order to 
resolve this problem, we placed a bottle of copper sulfate (diameter: 6 cm, height: 14.5 
cm, demineralized water [1,000 ml] + CuSO4 5H2O [770 mg] + 2,000 mg NaCl, [250 
ml], T1value: 345.3 ms; T2value: 319.9 ms) between the two breasts of the phantom and 
subsequently dismantled it before acquisition of the images. The determination of the 
central frequency was performed manually. 
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For evaluation of fat suppression with different methods of shimming, IB-Smart and 
various dimensions of volume shims were used. The dimensions varied from 75 to 150 
mm in the anterior to posterior (AP) direction, 150 to 350 mm in the right to left (RL) 
direction，and 50 to 150 mm in the head to foot (HF) direction (Fig. 2), and the area 
where fat was inhomogeneously suppressed was measured by use of Image J, an image 
analysis software (15).  
The measured center frequencies varied among the different dimensions of the volume 
shims. For relative comparison, however, the center frequency was fixed to that of the 
largest volume shim (AP/RL/HF direction: 150/350/150 mm) at the time of image 
acquisition. The difference between the measured center frequency and the fixed value 
was noted for each case.  
The signal intensity of suppressed fat, excluding the mammary gland model, was 
measured and a histogram was created. A threshold was determined from the 
histogram by application of a discriminant analysis method. We defined that any pixel 
with a signal intensity above this threshold value was inhomogeneously fat-suppressed. 
The total volume of inhomogeneously suppressed fat, excluding the mammary gland 





There was a tendency for breasts with inhomogeneous fat suppression to have a 
clover-like shape on reconstructed coronal views. The maximum length of the concave 
area was approximately 120 mm, and the maximum depth was 30 mm. The design of 
the experimental breast phantom was based on these values (Fig. 1).  
The “Smart Exam Breast” function was successfully applied to the experimental breast 
phantom without any errors (Fig. 3a, b). The area with the most inhomogeneous fat 
suppression was the internal-inferior side of the phantom (Fig. 3b); this tendency 
closely resembled the patients’ images (Fig. 3c).  
In the cases where the lengths of the AP and RL directions of the volume shim were 
150/350 mm and 150/250 mm (AP/RL), the center frequency decreased as the volume 
shim became narrower in the HF direction. On the other hand, in the cases where the 
lengths of the AP and RL directions were 75/250 mm and 75/150 mm (AP/RL), the 
center frequency increased as the volume shim became narrower in the HF direction 
(Fig. 4).  
The center frequency of water was set to 63.876845 MHz. The calculated volumes of 
inhomogeneous suppressed fat are indicated in Fig. 5. The volume was 13.3x104mm3 
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when IB-Smart was used. The smallest volume with volume shimming was 
5.4x104 mm3, in which case the dimensions were 75/350/50 mm in the AP/RL/HF 
directions (Figs. 5, 6). 
When the length in the AP direction was 75 mm, there was a tendency for 
inhomogeneously suppressed fat to be seen near the abdominal wall, especially when 
the length in the HF direction was 50 mm (Fig. 6). The homogeneity of fat suppression 
on the lateral edges deteriorated when the size of the volume shim was reduced in the 
RL direction (Fig. 7). 
  
Discussion 
In MR mammography, the magnetic field tends to be inhomogeneous because of the 
breasts’ characteristic shape that has a large surface area in contact with air. It is likely 
that concavities further increase the area that is in contact with air, and therefore cause 
the quality of fat suppression to deteriorate. The center frequency almost always differs 
according to the dimensions of the volume shim, and therefore the homogeneity of fat 
suppression may vary. Both the center frequency and the dimension of the volume shim 
are parameters that affect the homogeneity of fat suppression. In clinical practice, the 
actual center frequency is adjusted according to the dimension of the volume shim or 
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after application of IB-Smart. The reason we fixed the center frequency in all cases is 
because we attempted to disclose a relative relationship between the dimension of the 
volume shim and the homogeneity of fat suppression. As a result, the difference in the 
center frequency between each case and that of the largest volume shim did not 
necessary correlate with the volume of inhomogeneous suppressed fat. Therefore, we 
believe that, in our results, the dimensions of the volume shim are the main contributing 
factor to the quality of fat suppression. If the center frequency is optimized for each case, 
as is   the case in clinical practice, further improvement of fat suppression is likely to be 
accomplished.  
 The "Smart Exam Breast" function was applied successfully to the experimental 
breast phantom, which indicated the validity of the phantom for this study. 
It is important to consider the material used for the phantom. The thermoplastic sheet 
used for pelvic radiotherapy allows for high flexibility of shape, has convenient 
lightness and hardness, and can reduce the cost of the experiment.  
 It is quite possible that this method of building an experimental breast phantom can be 
utilized in other studies, such as optimization of pulse sequences or contrast 
measurements of tumor and mammary glands, by inclusion of a tumor model in the 
phantom. 
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Another approach to achieving fat suppression is the Dixon technique, where in-phase 
and opposite-phase images acquired at two different echo times are combined to 
produce separate water and fat images (16). The Dixon technique has been applied to 
DCE-MRI at 1.5 T and has been shown to provide better fat suppression results than are 
obtained with conventional fat-suppression techniques (17). Moreover, the improved 
Dixon technique has been reported to reduce the effective acquisition time for each 
temporal frame without sacrificing the signal-to-noise ratio (18). However, the Dixon 
technique may not be available for all MRI scanners.  
 The breast morphology varies from person to person. Pre-menopausal women tend to 
have more glandular tissue and post-menopausal women have more fat. One of the 
limitations of our study is that the quality of fat suppression according to the degree of 
mammary fat was not assessed. The next step will be to create diverse forms of 
phantoms to elucidate a more precise correlation between various forms of concavities 
and fat suppression effects. 
Our results show that, although IB-Smart is vulnerable to magnetic field 





 In MR mammography, fat suppression tends to be inhomogeneous in breasts with 
concavities. Our study suggests that use of optimized volume shims enables better fat 
suppression than does IB-Smart in such cases. 
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Blueprint of the phantom 
Making a multiplanar reconstruction of the coronal view (A, B, C) from a transverse 
view (original).  
 
Fig. 2 
Setting the dimensions of the volume shim 
The dimensions of the volume shim were varied: 50 to 150 mm (HF direction), 150 to 
350 mm (RL direction), 75 and 150 mm (AP direction). 
 
Fig. 3 
Images of the phantom and human breast 
(a) Outer shell of the phantom made of a radiotherapy shell. 
The inhomogeneously fat-suppressed area of the left breast in the phantom image (b) 
resembles that in the human breast image (c) . Both coronal images (b, c) were 




Center frequency in every case 
The dotted line indicates the center frequency of the largest volume shim. 
 
Fig. 5 
Volumes of inhomogeneously suppressed fat for each shim 
The dimensions of the shim with the smallest volume were 75/350/50 mm (AP/RL/HF) 
 
Fig. 6 
Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) images of the phantom 
Both HF and AP directional MIP images were reconstructed from the set of transverse 




MIP images of the phantom of the right breast 
The homogeneity of fat suppression of the lateral edges was worse (white arrow) when 
the volume shim was narrowed in the RL direction. 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MIP of HF Direction MIP of AP Direction
Fig.6
(AP/RL/HF) (mm)
a
b
c
150/150/50
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